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Puzzle Hunt Checkpoint: 1*

Don't forget sending your Tracking SMS:
UdS

PZ teamname QSXS

to +49 1577 57 85 681

Help location: orange sand box near long stairs in front of St.-Marien Kirche

Saarland! There are not so many places in this universe that can really burn into your mind this way. Saarbrücken and
Saarschleife and also Saarlouis or even Saarburg. All of these wonderful spots are connected by the Saar, which ows silently
through green forests, hills, lush meadows and countless monuments of industrial heritage all over. That is what Saarland is
about.
But the whole exciting region of Saar Lor Lux is waiting to be explored. It does not matter if you like biking, wandering
or walking your dog. The Saar and its broad surroundings has it all. On the verge of Germany, there is even a regular service
of the Saarbahn going along the Saar to France. This shortish train is run by SaarVV.
But our Saarland oers denitely more to it. Saarbrücken is a great place for culture and nightlife: Saarspektakel is an
event not to be missed. In addition, Saarland is known for its strange food, for instance Dibbellabbes. And the people near
the Saar brighten your stay in Saarbrücken as well.
God bless our Saarland!
But this land is also perfect for running a business. The best example might be Saarstahl based in Völklingen. There
are also some skilled banking institutions, such as Bank Eins Saar or the local Toto lottery.
Saarland is quite famous around the world. Saarland's grilling method using a tripod and a disk has become well known.
The dialect of Saarland has made it to shirts and cups. The region is worldwide renowned for its education too. Smart
and agile students of Saarland University are one of the best. So visit this heaven on Earth as soon as possible, come to
Saarbrücken.
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Puzzle Hunt Checkpoint: part of multicheckpoint 2
Don't forget sending your Tracking SMS afterwards.
The third character of station code for the SMS is F.
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